July 03, 2020

**No-Fear Fridays Celebrate Your Freedom and Independence**

I’m starting No-Fear Fridays. I’m doing it three months into the lockdown because the fear-mongering is going into overdrive. Those who could breathe freely for months now are being ordered to wear face masks. The key statistics and indicators are improving but the mandates and lockdown threats are coming fast and furious.

To the skeptical, yes, the number of cases is rising. That’s a sign that community immunity is coming. More people are being tested so we’re just finding out who they are. Most have no or few symptoms. And yes, people have died from COVID-19, but not as many as the reports say because people who are simply infected with COVID but died of something else are being called COVID deaths. Celebrate your freedom and your independence from fear tomorrow—and consider leaving your mask behind. Happy Independence Day!